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Jouspevdujpo!
 
 
 
The following stories and essays were written as “newsletters” by both of us, Adam and Lora 
Willard, throughout the duration of our service as Peace Corps Volunteers in South Africa, from July 
17, 2008 until November 18, 2010.  They were first sent by e-mail to a small list of friends and 
family, who mostly reside in the USA. 
 
We lived in Dumphries village, a medium-sized rural community a good distance from any tar road, 
but only a few kilometers from the fence of the private portion of Kruger National Park, one of the 
most famous tourist destinations in South Africa.  We lived in an average-size and typical-style 
house on the main road of the village and had a sizable host family that lived both across the street 
from us and scattered throughout the major cities of South Africa.  We worked in two primary 
schools, one less than half a kilometer from our house and the other about five kilometers away in a 
neighboring village.  In most aspects of our lives, we lived just as our neighboring villagers did, and 
we did our best to learn more about their way of life and the meaning it holds for them. 
 
Rather than simply detailing every event that’s happened to us and giving news updates to our 
friends and family that are strictly factual and potentially repetitive or uninteresting, we decided to 
take a different approach.  Instead, we’ve attempted to detail life for us as Peace Corps Volunteers 
here in South Africa in such a way that our readers in other parts of the world may have the 
opportunity to get a “feel” for it, to understand a bit better what life in our shoes is like, though they 
may have never visited here or ever even left their own country.  We want them to understand what 
kind of issues are pressing in our work and in our community, and the struggles and successes, the 
joys and sadness that are inherent in this lifestyle for us and for those around us. 
 
In addition to simply helping our readers “feel” or understand our lives here, we also believe that we 
have learned a tremendous amount throughout this time, and we’ve attempted to share some of it.  
The experiences we’ve had here and the accompanying lessons learned may never be repeated for us 
or for anyone else who might care to write about them.  So we’ve done our best to transmit these 
insights as clearly and persuasively as possible.  As Christians, we can’t help but see God and his 
work throughout much of what we’ve encountered and learned, oftentimes receiving what we 
believe is a deeper understanding of what it means to live our lives in pursuit of him.  We’ve shared 
these things as well. 
 
Every newsletter we’ve written during the time of our service is collected here, with only minor edits 
being made, and they’ve been compiled for anyone else who may be interested in reading and 
learning more about life and culture in South Africa or the types of issues that all sorts of 
development workers are confronted with in similar work.  So, as you read the following stories and 
musings, I hope you have the chance to feel somewhat connected to our short-lived but very 
significant (to us) South African lives.  And if we’re lucky, you may also have the chance to learn 
something meaningful from our experiences, just as we were taught so much through them every 
day. 
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There are a number of obstacles to any kind of work here in South Africa, and only some of them 
have to do with physical resources.  One of the biggest and most widespread challenges that we 
frequently encounter is racial or tribal prejudice.  Sometimes it’s based strictly on skin color; South 
Africa certainly has a bad history of breaking people of different shades into different categories for 
the purpose of oppression and control.   
 
But sometimes prejudice here rears its ugly head as tribalism or xenophobia (fear of strangers).  
Many people in South Africa, including those who have historically been oppressed the most, are 
often themselves the main perpetrators of negative stereotypes about their closest neighbors, simply 
because they belong to a different tribal group, speak a different dialect, or come from a different, 
but neighboring African nation. 
 
After our first week in South Africa, it was time for Lora and me to move to a temporary “homestay” 
for the two month duration of Peace Corps training.  We were given no details about the family, 
location, living arrangements, or any of it until it was time to actually meet the new host family.  He 
or she could be anybody, with any size family, living in any type of home, near or far from the 
campus we were training at, anything was possible.  We had no idea who it was or what it would be 
like.  But we were very excited at the chance of interacting on a much more personal level with the 
South Africans who lived around us, and we hoped for a nice family where we could learn a lot. 
 
Well, as it turned out, we went to live with one widowed lady of the Tswana tribe who was in her 60s 
and she had a very nice house in a quiet rural area a little ways outside of the already-small training 
town.  Her name is Ma (Mrs.) Mashishi.  The first few days were awkward; I mean really, what was 
she to do with the strange white people who suddenly moved into her house?   
 
But in a short time we all warmed up to each other, especially when she realized that we didn’t want 
any special treatment and we simply wanted to enjoy life as she did.  The fact that she spoke rough 
but good English certainly helped, even more so since we were spending most of our day learning 
xiTsonga and not seTswana (which was her language).  We ate dinner with her every night, shared 
recipes, chatted from time to time, and hung around her house whenever we could.  She wasn’t a 
very talkative or emotional lady, but she liked having us around and she often worried if it started to 
get dark and we weren’t back from the day’s training yet. 
 
A bit over a month later, the time came for us to visit our permanent site for a week, check it out, see 
how things were, and agree to stay there.  In preparing to leave, Ma Mashishi started becoming 
increasingly more worried about whether or not we had everything we needed, especially food.  She 
told us several times, and very emphatically, “you don’t know what kind of people they are!”   
 
We were both surprised that she didn’t realize that “we didn’t know what kind of people they were” 
the very same day we moved in with her and that our upcoming visit to our permanent site wasn’t 
any different than that day was.  But we just chuckled to ourselves every time she gave the warning.   
 
Of course, we were going to visit the Shangaan people and since they were so far removed from the 
Tswana people, they might eat food from leaves, wear shoes on their hands, and live in trees for all 
she knew.  She finally decided the only good way to make sure we were taken care of was to bake a 
big batch of scones and rolls and make sure we took a huge bucket full of food along with us.     
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vegetables.  But because the rain is so late and so little this year, most people haven’t even been able 
to sow their regular seeds yet and they say we may get only a few mangoes, if we’re lucky.  I’ve heard 
many related complaints about how skinny their cattle are becoming.   
 
Most days I ask people what they think of the water situation and if rain will come anytime soon.  I 
get a classical two-part African response: “Sure! Of course it will!” … and, “If it doesn’t come soon, 
we’ll all die!” followed by a chuckle and a warm smile.  I suppose many South Africans are used to 
living on the narrow edge of needed resources, right between just enough and a woefully short 
supply.  And yet life goes on, and that kind of light-hearted look at it all is definitely reassuring to us 
as the dry weeks drag on. 
 
So, this year especially, the water source where our schools’ boreholes draw their water supply can 
get dreadfully low.  Many children get their main meal of the day provided by the school.  So the 
school needs quite a bit of water for their garden, for cooking all the learners’ food, and to make sure 
the children also have something to drink during the day.  Some days when the water table is too low 
for the schools’ boreholes to pump enough water into their storage tanks, kids can go home hungry 
and thirsty.   
 
If everyone in the village were allowed access to the schools’ short supply of water, the children 
certainly wouldn’t have enough.  So, they have to draw a line somewhere and they decided to include 
us in it.  Some days we feel bad for being part of the privileged few, but most days we’re just glad to 
have water at all. 
 
For our own part, we use as little water as we can, to make what we have go further and to spare us 
more frequent trips hauling water!  We have a small bowl with a small amount of water that we wash 
our hands in all day.  We try not to bathe every day (though we often have to wash our feet), and 
when we do, we use a small amount of water – just enough to get our bodies wet and to wash off the 
soap.  We try not to use many dishes to avoid water use that way and we only wash our clothes every 
other week and even then, only the clothes that are noticeably dirty or smelly.   
 
Then, when we’re done with the water for each of these chores, we use it to water our small garden 
and some of our fruit-bearing trees.  We’re also trying to get some barrels for catching rain run-off 
from our roof during any occasion when there’s even a few drops.  Many other villagers also use this 
method as their principal source of water during the rainy season and it certainly saves them 
strenuous trips to the river.  The only area we give ourselves freedom to splurge is drinking water.  
It’s just too often too hot to cut that short!   
 
The good thing is, there’s good news for Dumphries on the horizon.  The local municipality has been 
busy laying pipes to bring a water supply to the village – whereby people could access several taps 
throughout to have a closer, cleaner supply of water.   
 
Some people say the municipal pipes are already finished and are complaining that the municipality 
simply hasn’t turned it on yet.  Many hope that the water will be turned on by December this year.  
With South African bureaucracy the way it is, no one really knows for sure when if ever it will 
happen.  They also say that municipal water supplies in rural areas throughout South Africa are 
often turned off several times a week to conserve water.  But it’s certainly better than nothing and I 
think it must be better than what Dumphries has now.  It’s a definite hope. 
 
I’ve been planning on writing this newsletter on Dumphries’ water issues for several weeks now.  
And to top it all off, we had a very significant rainfall last night!  It started yesterday afternoon like 
usual: just a few drops for a few minutes that left everyone disappointed and some very pessimistic.  
But by evening time, the clouds had returned and they were pouring down rain!  It lasted well into 
the night and the sky was still overcast today, leaving the ground noticeably moist for quite some 
time.  Everyone’s been in obvious high spirits today and some of our neighbors are beginning to hoe 
their yards and plant their gardens. 
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Lora and I have been living and working in our rural village here in South Africa for several months 
now.  Before arriving, we were hoping that people would be glad we’re here and available to help.  
We even expected a bit more attention than we were used to, for a variety of reasons.  But we had no 
idea what it’d be like to be full-blown celebrities here. 
 
We’re not actually famous celebrities everywhere in South Africa, mainly just in our little portion of 
it.  But here, we definitely are celebrities, whether we like it or not.  I’ve never been a celebrity 
before, so I don’t have a lot to compare it to, but it’s definitely an interesting, sometimes funny, and 
sometimes disappointing situation to be in. 
  
I’m serious though: everyone knows our names.  I suppose it’s only natural when we’ve met so many 
people in a short span of time and for each of them, they’ve only met two of us.  It makes sense that 
in that situation there’d be people who know our names but we forgot theirs.  But there are people 
we’ve never met who know our names.  We meet them for the first time, tell them our names, they 
say, “I know”, we tell them where we stay, they say, “I know”, and it continues like that.  It’s true that 
they don’t know everything about us, but they know about as much of us as you might expect 
someone to know about a celebrity. 
  
Any time we step outside of our house, walk down the road, go to town, anywhere, we hear shouts of 
“Nyiko!” and “Tsakani!” (our Shangaan names given to us by our host family).  We look left and 
right, up and down, sometimes the person may be a quarter of a mile off and they’re shouting our 
names, just to say “hi”.   
  
It’s more surprising in town.  The nearest one, Thulamahashe, (still about 15km away) where we 
sometimes go to buy groceries, has at least 15,000 or more people in it.  Yet every time we go, at 
least a few people who we don’t recognize at all greet us by name.  It’s a shame we don’t know their 
names, it makes us feel a little bit bad.  But then again, it’s kind of nice if everyone knows you and is 
happy to see you, right? 
  
Other than just being famous, there are other rewards to being celebrities.  Anytime there’s a public 
gathering, there’s food available.  As celebrities, we receive one of two privileges: we’re either sent 
straight to the front of the line or they have someone prepare a plate and serve it to us, even when 
everyone else is serving themselves.  No matter how much we protest that we want to wait in line or 
serve ourselves (and therefore hopefully avoid being served too many chicken feet or hairy pieces of 
cow head), it’s to no avail: we’re always catered to.   
 
Some activities even have a VIP eating area for the main speakers or government officials or family 
of those being married and we’re always included in the VIP area, even when we’ve had nothing to 
do with the activity at all.  And the food’s usually a bit higher quality than everyone else’s too.  We 
can’t complain about that. 
  
If we arrive late at a funeral, in time to stand at the back with everyone else, we can usually stay in 
that position for no more than five minutes.  People near us start whispering that we’ve arrived.  
They pass the news quickly through the ranks.  Before we know it, a couple people seated near the 
front of the funeral gathering are getting out of their seats to offer them to us.  Even if we refuse, 
they make a show out of bringing their seats back to where we are so that we can sit down and not 
“have to” stand.   
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I tried to explain to one young man, who seems more discerning than most, that we don’t really like 
people to treat us “special” like they do and that when it comes down to it, we’re just like everyone 
else.  The only response he could come up with was, “but you are special!” 
  
So, all this “celebrity distance” has made our desired level of integration into our village community 
more difficult than we expected.  After being here for two now, it seems it may slowly be fading 
away, if not the celebrity status itself, maybe at least the safe distance associated with it.   
 
The people we’ve already known best seem to be more comfortable coming over to our house from 
time to time and even a few new people have surprisingly stopped by unannounced in the last few 
days.  We haven’t heard as many requests for money or jobs lately and it seems like some people 
may be starting to realize that we’ll actually be here in Dumphries for two years, and that we’re not 
going to be jet-setting back and forth to America in the meantime. 
  
We certainly haven’t reached this more informal stage with everyone.  Actually, it’s only a few so far.  
But it’s a start and we think it promises more natural relationships to come.  We hope that we can 
each find a close friend (or even more than one) in the community, someone that we can each build 
a strong relationship with, with whom we can increase our language skills, learn more about the 
people here, and just relax with if we’re feeling stressed. 
  
Oh, and in case you’re wondering what we did to become celebrities in our portion of third-world 
South Africa, the answer is simple: nothing.  Our work is only just beginning and the few results 
have been nearly invisible to everyone outside our schools.   
 
We didn't do anything to achieve this celebrity status, it’s simply from being who we are: white 
Americans.  But it’s from being who we are here rather than there at home in America.  The first 
aspect (that we're white) is of course the most noticeable.  But the second is what really seals the 
deal - that we're all the way here from America (though most aren't really sure where that is), the 
land of Hollywood, of money and everything a person could ever want, the place where everyone’s a 
celebrity. 
 
If you ever have the chance to visit and spend some time in a third-world country, I hope you have 
the good luck to enjoy only the privileges of your new-found celebrity status, rather than its 
disappointments and obligations.  In the meantime, we’re simply trying to convince everyone here 
in Dumphries that we’re normal just like they are.  And we’re also busy trying to avoid giving 
eulogies for people we’ve never met! 
 
(First written by Adam Willard, Nov. 7, 2008) 
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Lv!ijtb!ohpqgv"!
 
We hear that almost 100 times a day.  “It’s very hot!” may sound like a boring conversation topic, 
but when it’s actually this hot every day, there’s really not much else worth saying. 
 
At 24 degrees south of the equator, the tropical climate is really starting to heat up around here.  As 
we hear reports of snow back home in the Northern Hemisphere, we’re trying to survive blistering 
days of well over 100 degrees Fahrenheit.  It’s amazing what a difference another 10 latitudinal 
degrees from the equator can make.  The sun itself just feels hotter. 
 
And when we think about how Christmas is just right around the corner, the time where everyone 
hopes for snow, the hot days here just seem that much hotter.  South Africa’s summer is supposed to 
be over by March, but according to everyone around here, we don’t have much hope for cooler 
temperatures until around May or June… just in time for things to start heating up again back there 
in the United States. 
 
In general, cross-cultural adaptation can be a topsy-turvy situation.  So many of the common social 
rules we’ve grown to understand and apply are turned around and upside down.  We have to develop 
a new understanding and a new way of life (if we want to be successful, that is).  But few things have 
the immediate effect on our consciousness the way that reversing the seasons and experiencing total 
climate change have had.  I imagine that if the climate was milder, then maybe it wouldn’t stand out 
so much.  But there’s nothing mild about the heat here. 
 
When we first arrived in Dumphries at our new home, I thought that for some odd reason the 
previous owners of our house had decided to cover half the yard with concrete.  Odd as I first 
thought it was, the idea didn’t seem so out of place after we got used to most yards being entirely 
dust, with grass existing only outside the yard.  It’s just part of the culture here.  I even told some 
other Peace Corps Volunteers about the concrete covering our yard and they hypothesized that it 
acted as a sort of “fire barrier” to prevent the frequent wildfires from spreading to individual homes.  
That seemed plausible enough. 
 
But it was all wrong.  Our yard’s not covered in concrete at all, but in baked sand and clay.  No 
person intentionally did that, it’s just the natural result of the ridiculously hot sun here.  I wouldn’t 
have been so surprised if the ground was simply sandy (like all the roads are).   I just never expected 
that a bit of rain mixed with the soil the day before a typical scorcher would’ve created a sort of 
natural kiln and baked the surface of the ground nearly as hard as concrete.   
 
When I decided to plant some herbs around our house, I had to use a pickaxe to get through the top 
layer.  Thankfully, the earth was much softer underneath or I think it would’ve been an impossible 
endeavor. 
 
The oppressive heat around here isn’t merely a physical discomfort – it greatly affects the way 
people think and live.  During the heat of the day, almost no one is moving anywhere, even on the 
main roads.  It’s as if it were a ghost town.  And we live in a fairly large village, housing at least a few 
thousand people.   
 
But if you look closely into the shade of any large tree or even the shade of a small house, you can see 
everyone there sitting, or more often laying, in a quiet stupor, not stirring at all.  Only a few brave 
children (and recently arrived Peace Corps Volunteers) are foolish enough to leave the safety of the 
shade during the middle of the day. 
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But Westernization in developing countries such as South Africa often removes the concept of 
communal responsibility and replaces it with the idea of individual fulfillment.  What’s left is a 
certain number of people (always growing) who have no concept of either communal responsibility 
or individual responsibility, and they instead focus their efforts on individual fulfillment – after all, 
it’s what they see on imported American TV shows, right? 
 
So men and women are making babies left and right around here and most of them have almost no 
feeling of individual responsibility to care for them.  After all, the grandmothers (who still feel the 
communal responsibility) are more than willing to look after the new generation.  But many of the 
new generation, in their daily encounters with the Western world both on TV and in town, lose their 
concept of communal responsibility and leave the family compound far behind.  Instead, they go out 
to find some way to make a lot of money and buy the things they’d like to have for themselves.  And 
when they find out they’re burdened by some recent offspring, they usually send them back home to 
the rest of the family to care for, sometimes sending money to help, sometimes not. 
 
So while not technically “orphans”, very few members of the last two generations here have had 
their actual fathers in their lives.  Of the now-occurring generation, many of them don’t even have 
their actual mothers.  They’re all off elsewhere too busy enjoying their own lives and don’t want to 
bother concerning themselves with children that other people still see as part of their own 
communal responsibility.  Whereas the grandparents and great-grandparents taking care of all their 
children are the ones who are still “traditional”; you may even say they’re unable to confront the new 
way of life that the children themselves are constantly encountering.   
 
So more than in any other instance I’ve heard of, you have a HUGE generational gap.  Children are 
being parented by their grandparents and/or great-grandparents.  They’re being parented by people 
too old and “traditional” to offer a practical model for how to deal with the challenges and pressures 
of the new society that these same children will have to live in.  And these children see their own 
parents avoiding them and the traditional communal responsibility in order to pursue personal 
gratification. 
 
So what can they do?  What are these left-behind kids supposed to make of their lives?  Especially 
these young men, who are in a position that they’re “traditionally” supposed to begin working and 
contributing to the rest of the family?  And then the rest of the family often forgets to contribute to 
them when they’re jobless, an all-too-common situation in today’s South African economy. 
 
My friend Nkosinathi is a good kid, smart too.  In America, you’d say “he’s got a bright future ahead 
of him!”  But in rural South Africa, where he sees only a privileged few (now privileged more by 
money than by race) attain that future, it’s easy to grow despondent and try not to think about it.  
But as a smart kid, Nkosinathi can’t help but think about his future, about making something of 
himself.  His dream is to learn about computers and get a job working with them, in any capacity. 
 
So, when Nkosinathi realized that word of his chicken-stealing had gotten out to his family, when his 
grandmother threatened to tell his uncle, he really started to panic.  The tears were really streaming 
down his cheeks.  Nkosinathi’s uncle, like me, has been trying to help find scholarship and work-
study applications for him.  So Nkosinathi was worried that his uncle’s punishment to him would be 
to no longer help him apply for these scholarships and internships.  And trust me, there’s NO way 
for Nkosinathi, stuck as he is in a rural South African village, to find these things on his own.  He 
was afraid his whole possibility of a future was being shot down right in front of him. 
 
So, while we were trying to grapple with the idea that one of our chickens, an animal that Lora had 
come to affectionately consider as a pet, had been stolen and eaten by the one guy in the village we 
trusted most; that same guy’s mind was racing with how one ill-considered mistake cost him his 
life’s dreams.  I asked him why he didn’t buy food with the money we pay him for tutoring (which 
isn’t much, but is all that Peace Corps allows us to offer), and he said he often buys treats for his 
brothers living with him (those he’s responsible for) so that they’ll have a snack after school.  He said 
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he’d tutor us for free for a year, for two years, four times a week (twice what it is now), anything, just 
tell him what to do to make up for it so long as his uncle doesn’t find out. 
 
I didn’t know what to do.  Clearly we had different thoughts going through our heads.  I told him 
we’d think about it that night and talk with him after church the next day.  He said he probably 
wouldn’t be there, he’d have to run away now.  He said he might even commit suicide, he’s been so 
depressed, he has no job, no future ahead of him.  He was obviously distraught.   
 
So I said whatever I could to convince him to stick around long enough to have a talk with us the 
next day.  We even asked his grandmother not to tell his uncle, but she said there was no getting out 
of it for him.  Thankfully, Nkosinathi said he’d stay long enough to talk to us the following afternoon.  
We all walked off in separate directions, with lots of different emotions. 
 
We really didn’t know what to do.  I mean, we’re beginning to understand the kind of social pressure 
and dysfunction that the young people here are living with.  But Nkosinathi also stole our chicken 
when we trusted him, when we’ve fed him freely on plenty of occasions.  I don’t think there was any 
real excuse, cultural or otherwise, for him to take and eat another person’s chicken without their 
permission.  Other members of his family have confirmed this.  If he took our chicken, what else 
might he take?  We went to bed without any clear decisions on the matter. 
 
Well, the next morning, we decided to take an altogether different approach than we’d been 
previously considering, than anything we’d ever done before.  Jesus said in Luke 6:29, “If anyone 
strikes you on the cheek, offer the other also; and from anyone who takes away your coat do not 
withhold even your shirt.”   
 
At the end of ourselves with what to do, we decided to do that: to give him the other chicken also.  
Not ask for any repayment, not ask for any work done on our behalf to make up for it, continue to 
pay him as usual for tutoring sessions, continue to invite him over for dinner, and let him know the 
other chicken was his to eat at any time he wanted it. 
 
It was definitely a tough decision.  More for Lora than for me… she’s really grown attached to those 
chickens, even though they haven’t produced nearly as many eggs as we’d have liked.  But honestly, 
it seemed to be the right decision.  It was our first chance to make a choice like that and we decided 
to try it out. 
 
So, Nkosinathi came over that afternoon, definitely more composed than the previous night and we 
talked about it.  When we got around to telling him our decision, he was pretty surprised, 
“embarrassed”, as he put it, saying that nothing like that’s ever happened to him before.  Later that 
evening, he ate the other chicken. 
 
And that was pretty much that.  We haven’t seen any miracle take place.  We don’t know that he 
won’t steal from us again.  But, he’s putting more work into preparing for our tutoring sessions.  And 
although he hasn’t started coming by again with the usual frequency that he used to, he still borrows 
books from me and we still invite him in for dinner.  He’s a pretty good kid, and rather than cripple 
him with a weight of guilt and shame from one mistake, we opted to restore him with grace.  And it’s 
a lot more comfortable for us to resume our friendship with him that way, too. 
 
What else may come of our decision about “if a man takes away your chicken, give him the other 
also”, well, I don’t know.  That’s between Nkosinathi and God.  We just hope we’ve given him 
something easy to work with.  It’s definitely the kind of grace God shows us on a regular basis. 
 
As for Nkosinathi’s uncle, he did find out.  As far as I know, he still hasn’t talked to Nkosinathi about 
it yet.  He agreed that he definitely wasn’t going to take away his help and support in scholarship 
and internship applications.  He said if Nkosinathi doesn’t make something of himself, that’s also 
shame for him as his uncle, but that if he does well, that’s also good for him as his uncle.  It’s that 
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are about the same with minor variations, sometimes running along tribal lines.  But they also have 
parties specifically representing South Africa’s significant Indian population, Muslims, mixed racial 
groups, and even parties that want a return to Apartheid-era ways (though of course they never gain 
much vote anymore). 
 
So, leading up to the elections, campaigning was in full swing.  ANC has ruled South African politics 
since 1994, but they always campaign hard anyway.  Unfortunately this year, violent clashes between 
political parties arose again reminiscent of 1994, but it was mostly isolated to a province south of 
ours – Kwa-Zulu Natal.  A few people were killed on both sides, but the incidents were supposedly 
not coordinated. 
 
In our small village, there were weekly rallies for the ANC right in front of our house.  They 
resembled parades that marched around the streets with people singing, dancing, and shouting 
slogans.  Oftentimes the majority of the attendants were actually transported in from surrounding 
areas but it helped give ANC a show of strength.  (That also happens to be one of their slogans: 
“Amandla!” – “Power/Strength!”)  The rallies would last two to three hours and then disperse.  
During the week right before the elections they held several rallies and the night before they had a 
big tent meeting with someone preaching late into the night about the merits of the ANC.   
 
Not all ANC campaigning was honest though: apparently many ANC representatives told lots of 
villagers who were receiving welfare grants that if they didn’t vote for the ANC they’d no longer 
receive their welfare grants.  We also saw ANC party representatives taking the opportunity of the 
preaching pulpits at funerals to encourage everyone to vote for the ANC.    
 
Also, South Africa’s biggest labor unions, including the Teachers’ Union, openly endorse the ANC.  
The South African Teachers’ Union (SADTU) publishes a frequent and free newspaper for educators 
and the most recent headliner was “Why You Should Vote for the ANC”.  Even the comic inside 
wasn’t funny at all, but was just a story about people voting for the ANC. 
 
There were a few posters for other political parties hanging around in the village, but none of them 
were well represented like the ANC.  Most people say the main reason they all vote for ANC is that 
they’re committed to them as the “liberation party” that freed them from Apartheid.  There is a lot of 
truth to that, but a few people are beginning to be disillusioned with the ANC’s past failed promises 
and I heard many people saying they weren’t sure if they’d still vote for them this year.   
 
However, few of the people I spoke to said they were worried about the possibility of Jacob Zuma 
being found guilty of the multiple criminal charges against him.  The idea of a South African 
President who’s also a criminal doesn’t seem to bother them.  Maybe it’s just because the majority of 
the “liberation party’s” representatives in the past were at one point or another put in jail for defying 
Apartheid.  Some, like Nelson Mandela, were in prison for decades before being released and 
resuming activity as politicians. 
 
As I said, a person’s right and ability to vote is still held very dear in South Africa.  For the two days 
preceding the official election day, “special votes” were taken.  These were from old and disabled 
people and anyone who registered saying the long lines of the official election day were too difficult 
for them to bear.  And for those unable to walk to the voting station, some of the election officials 
actually went to their individual houses to help them vote. 
 
Voting stations were in school classrooms and public government buildings.  On the official election 
day, people lined up from 6 am, even though the voting didn’t start until 7 am.  The lines were 
actually the longest early in the morning and died down in the middle of the day, only to get much 
longer again close to the voting stations’ closing time at 9 pm.  In some areas, voting lasted well 
beyond midnight just because the lines were too long to close at 9 pm. 
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It turns out that after people catch the locusts, they pull of their wings and legs so that it’s mainly 
just their body that’s being eaten.  Then they fry them in oil until they’re a bit crispy.  And once 
again, they’re eaten with vuswa, the staple food.  I had some of these fried locusts and they honestly 
weren’t bad at all… reminded me quite a bit of over-barbecued chicken.  I wouldn’t mind eating 
them again sometime, but I still don’t think I’ll be going around harvesting them and cooking them 
myself. 
 
A few other interesting meat choices are termites and these strange, huge, winged ant-things that 
come out for just a few days of the year and leave their thousands of wings all over our porch.  I 
haven’t eaten either of these, yet, so I can’t tell you much about them.   
 
One more interesting meat fact: fish isn’t really considered a meat.  A lot of people seem to like 
eating fish from time to time, but I guess because it comes from the water it’s not considered meat. 
 
But as I said, the “xixevo” (side dish) is usually seasonal.  So during other parts of the year, 
especially the middle and end of summer, “miroho” is often eaten.  “Miroho” is any kind of leafy 
green vegetable and everyone seems to have their own particular favorite.   
 
Because miroho includes any kind of leafy green vegetable, some comes from regular leafy plants 
like we’re used to such as cabbage and “spinach” (which is actually a type of chard), some comes 
from what looks like weeds that grow wild in people’s yards and in the bush around the village, some 
comes from vines that grow on fences, and some comes from leaf stalks of much bushier plants. 
 
Though miroho is usually a substitute for meat when eaten at a regular meal, most people seem to 
enjoy it enough that we don’t hear the common complaints about lack of meat.  All miroho is boiled 
and peanuts are often cooked into it, and less often, onions, tomatoes and/or chili peppers.   
 
The two main crops that people grow, and only during the summer when there’s enough rain, is 
maize and peanuts.  The maize is basically just corn but with harder kernels and not nearly as sweet.  
The “peanuts” apparently aren’t actually peanuts, but some kind of ground nut that’s mostly like a 
peanut.  So, around the end of summer when it’s time to harvest these, they roast or boil the maize 
and they boil the peanuts and snack on them throughout the day.  Sometimes, if they snack enough, 
they skip their regular meals and only eat a little vuswa during mealtimes to supplement their 
snacking. 
 
And sometimes people eat beans with their vuswa.  I don’t think it’s so much seasonal as it is the 
cheapest food option people have.  It’s what they almost always feed the kids at school since it’s so 
cheap, while the teachers eat chicken feet, etc.  When a family eats beans for dinner is when you hear 
the most complaints about lack of meat.   
 
The only beans anyone really eats much are called “red speckled sugar beans”; they seem mostly like 
pinto beans to me.  Usually they boil them for a long time with onions, green pepper, potatoes, and 
sometimes carrots.  They also use quite a bit of cumin for seasoning them.  In my opinion, it’s one of 
the best xixevo’s that they have, with a rich smoky flavor, but I guess most people here would rather 
gnaw on chicken feet most days so that they can get their share of “meat”. 
 
But those are all the options for regular day-to-day meals: a HUGE portion of vuswa (the mealie 
pap), with a small portion of xixevo (side dish) – usually meat in a gravy sauce.  Kids will often snack 
in between meals on any fruit they can find.  There’s quite a variety of wild fruit, home-grown fruit, 
and store-bought fruit: anything from mangos, guava, oranges and apples to wild berries, grapes, 
plums, and “black monkey oranges” (a pulpy fruit that grows wild – nothing like an actual orange).   
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We’ve been in South Africa now for just over a year.  It’s crazy how time flies!  I can still vividly recall 
our goodbyes at home, our initial training, our various expectations for what South Africa would be 
like, all our ideas of what we might do here.  Our perspective has definitely changed in most of those 
regards, but it’s hard to believe we’ve really been working here for more than a year already.   
 
It’s funny because there’s not a lot that we can say we’ve “accomplished” already – that’s one of the 
things that makes the one year mark seem unbelievable.  But in some ways you may say time flows 
differently here.  What may take 10 minutes in the US may take 1 hour here.  Or what may normally 
be accomplished in a week there may take several months here.  And what may take a year in 
America, well, that may not even happen within someone’s lifetime in South Africa.  But whether or 
not time really flows differently here, I can tell you that certainly it’s perceived differently. 
 
More loosely, you might say.  Everyone here is very well aware of time, they have words in their 
language for referring to it and they understand you when you talk about it.  But maybe they don’t 
understand you quite the same, at least not the way us Americans talk about time: most Shangaan 
people here just don’t put as much weight into it.  I guess to them, time means something, just not 
everything. 
 
Let’s take this for example: if I told you something started at noon, you’d check your watch before 
arriving and make sure you came probably not more than 15 min. early (if it was very important), 
but probably not more than 15 min. late.  Most likely you’d arrive within a few minutes of noon.  If 
for some reason you didn’t have a watch/clock with you (unlikely as it is), you’d make sure to ask 
someone, wherever you were, what time it was.  That question, “what time is it?”, is one of the first 
questions Westerners learn when learning a new language, right up there with “where’s the 
bathroom?”  But even the chance of you being caught without your own personal reference to time is 
very slim. 
 
A contrasting example is when we recently started a program here whereby we set up some 
computers in our house (borrowed from one of the schools we work at) so that kids in the village 
could come over and learn to use them and also participate in some other activities at our house 
during the recent school holiday.  We made sure all the kids knew that the program would be 
starting at twelve and continuing until four every weekday and we even had a translator with us just 
to be sure they understood.   
 
So, a few days before it was supposed to start, we had some kids stopping by asking if it had already 
started.  There weren’t a lot of them, but a few throughout each day, and so we continued to remind 
them it didn’t start until Monday and that it was going from noon to four.   
 
Well, on Monday we were glad to sleep in for once, but by the time we woke up just after eight, there 
were already several kids waiting outside for us.  They actually assumed it was already starting and 
didn’t even think to ask whether or not it really had started yet.  So we reminded them again that it 
would be starting at noon and to come back in a few hours.  About thirty minutes later, a different 
set of kids came by and we told them the same story.   
 
Within another thirty minutes or so later, both of the first two groups of kids had returned and were 
ready to begin.  We told them they still had to wait three more hours and most of them looked pretty 
surprised.  This cycle continued every thirty minutes to an hour until it was close to twelve and we 
decided to go ahead and begin. 
 
We thought for sure that because they had to wait so long the first day before we started, that they’d 
come back much closer to noon the next day.  But it wasn’t so – the kids kept coming anywhere from 
2-3 hours early every day for weeks.  They’re not completely without clocks either – they could’ve 
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But here, one commonly heard phrase is, “Na vuya sweswi!” – meaning literally, “I’m coming now!”  
The thing that quickly clued us in to its other-than-the-obvious meaning was that people always said 
this at the same moment that they were actually leaving.  So, someone may be passing by the house, 
you engage them in customary greetings, tell them they should come in for a visit, and they tell you 
“I’m coming now!” just as they’re walking off!   
 
That person may show up a bit later, maybe a few hours later, maybe the next day, but oftentimes a 
person who says that will make an appearance at some time in the future.  But, “now” definitely 
doesn’t mean now.  For them to shorten that period of time, they’ll double it and say “sweswi 
sweswi!” or “now now!” which basically means “with some urgency”.  It still doesn’t imply a strict 
time limit, but it does usually mean that coming back to you will be the next thing that person does.  
And that’s certainly a lot quicker than it might be otherwise. 
 
This vague reference to time isn’t only applicable in the present.  When we first arrived, many people 
told us of this guy named “Greg”, apparently the only other white person to have spent much time 
talking to a lot of different people in the village.  Everyone talked about him like we’d just missed 
him, like he’d just left the day before, and maybe we’d bumped into him on his way out.  Even 
beginning to realize people’s broad usage of units of time, we assumed he must’ve been there within 
the last year.   But no; recently we learned that the last time Greg was really seen around here was 5 
years ago!   
 
It’s the same with the patriarch of our host family.  He’s referred to in nearly the exact same way, as 
if he’d only passed away yesterday.  But it was with the same result – he died almost 10 years ago!  I 
guess for people who don’t distinguish much between units of time in the present, neither does the 
past ever seem too far away.   
 
It’s also probably why most people don’t know how old they are.  Every time, they have to recall the 
specific year a person was born in and subtract from the current year.  They simply don’t regularly 
keep track of the passing time. 
 
However, as might be expected, Shangaan people do seem to have at least a few mechanisms for 
remaining somewhat cohesive in such a loose time structure.  One important method is that events 
are classified by type.  Certain types of occasions all start at the “same time” regardless of who’s 
holding the occasion or where it’s located.   
 
For example, all funerals start at “6 AM”; it’s the exact same answer we get every time we ask, no 
matter who we ask.  But that answer’s not exactly accurate (in the American sense) and we can tell 
you from personal experience that they sometimes start a full hour or more after that.  But 
sometimes they start an hour or more earlier.  What we’ve realized people mean by “6 AM” is just 
some time corresponding with when the sun rises, or shortly after it.   
 
Parties and other celebrations (like weddings) always start at “9 or 10 AM”.  Always.  No one ever 
knows when they actually start, because that’s when they “always” start.  Apparently that’s around 
the time most people finish their morning chores, so they begin showing up for the event.  
Sometimes a given event like that might actually be delayed until 1 or 2 pm, but no one ever seems 
to mind.  As far as most people are concerned, it started around 9 or 10 am. 
 
They take this same easy-going approach to time no matter what it is they’re waiting on.  Grocery 
store lines are rarely less than half an hour long, and if it’s near the time of the month when most 
people are paid the lines are usually an hour long or more.  The lines in banks here are ridiculous, 
almost always lasting a few hours.   
 
But I’ve never really seen any Shangaan person in one of these lines, in either the grocery store or 
the bank, looking upset about waiting.  They say the wait to get into the hospital is even worse.  They 
say they have to show up at 6 AM on one day, wait most of the day to get an appointment, and then 
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It’s a particularly good reminder for us living here and adapting to this new culture, a place where 
we tend to think people are “slow” or even worse, “lazy”, because of their perspective on and use of 
time.  Now, our situation helps brings a much clearer meaning to these verses.  If translated to 
vernacular xiTsonga, Jesus’s promise of return might have been, “Na vuya sweswi!”  He’s coming 
now, or soon.  But then again, what is soon really?  According to Peter, God takes a much looser view 
of time, much more broad even than the Shangaan people that Lora and I are living among.   
 
What Jesus is saying is that there’s a few things he’s taking care of first.  One of those things is 
bringing about the redemption of more people.  Another he mentioned is preparing a place for us in 
his Father’s house.  But he said he’ll be back soon.  He hasn’t forgotten, he hasn’t delayed, and he’s 
not slow about it, at least not as we’re used to thinking about slow.   
 
Maybe we should try to adapt to that broader view of time that he has and stop trying to count the 
minutes and seconds… then when Jesus returns, we’ll be ready for him, not impatient and not with 
bad attitudes or false expectations.  We’re very thankful that the Shangaan people and their culture 
have helped us to better understand that. 
 
(First written by Adam Willard, July 27, 2009) 
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///Lopxjoh!upp!xfmm!
 
We've spent over a year now living in a village among the Shangaan (or vaTsonga) people in the 
former Gazankulu area of South Africa.  Most of what perplexed or surprised us during the first few 
weeks and months and which sometimes caused considerable amounts of anxiety for us and the 
Shangaan people we lived closest to has now simply become a comfortably expected routine way of 
life.   
 
During our first two months of Peace Corps training, we lived with one older Tswana lady in a small 
mostly Tswana village.  She definitely treated us with deference, but we chalked it up to decades of 
working as a "domestic servant" (i.e. maid) in a white household in nearby Pretoria.  Especially as 
she quickly opened up to us in the ensuing weeks and with the broadly warm welcome we 
immediately received from everyone else in the village.  We soon came to expect the open 
friendliness of the Tswana people, their love of partying for any occasion, their quickness to strike 
up a conversation (regardless of the difficulties of communicating past our language barrier), 
frequent visits to other households, etc. 
 
So, when we arrived in our permanent Shangaan village where we're now living, we very taken aback 
by the variety of careful measures widely used to keep us at a "social distance".  It's true that the 
Shangaan people appeared friendly and smiles weren't uncommon (as long as we displayed a smile 
first), but we could feel something hanging in the air, affecting their every action and word (or lack 
thereof) that kept them at a distance from us.  And it wasn't from lack of effort on our part; we knew 
this is where we'd be living for the next two years and we believed (and rightly so) that integration 
into this community would be essential for both our work and our own psychological well-being.   
 
So we tried whatever we could to bridge that gap: we greeted everyone we passed, we attended every 
funeral and any other public event that we knew of, we invited lots of people to our house, we 
eagerly hoped for invitations to other people's houses, we baked things for our neighbors, we spent 
dinners with our host family, hoping to get to know them better and then somehow extend that into 
a chain of relationships with the rest of the village.  We put a LOT of thought into how to make this 
social and cultural integration happen and we were willing to try anything we could think of or 
anything that came up.  But to our surprise, nothing ever worked to really lower that social distance; 
our expectations were never satisfied. 
 
That kind of concerted and continuous effort with no apparent results can really take a toll on 
people and people deal with it in different ways.  I'd been surprised by culture a few times before, so 
while the new surprise of this exasperating "social distance" continued to annoy me, I was willing to 
wait it out and see what happened.  Lora, on the other hand, was sure the "problem" originated with 
her and was almost equally sure that if she just discovered the right solution, it would go away.  
Needless to say, our months and months of effort caused her considerable stress and anxiety.   
 
Other Volunteers, with the same or different "problems" that they're confronting, sometimes just 
decide to go home, and with the individual emotional turmoil involved, you can't really blame them.  
But the solution is something that kind of just arrives with time, probably inevitable in many ways: 
our expectations change.  They change to more accurately fit the reality we find ourselves in. 
 
Slowly and gradually we learned, the way any Shangaan child growing up in our village does, that 
"social distance" is just part of "the way it is".  As we were able to think less of ourselves and spend 
more time observing the Shangaan people around us, their interactions with each other, and hear 
their responses to some fortunately-phrased questions, we learned that keeping people at a certain 
distance socially was their habit long before we arrived.   
 
Maybe the revelation culminated for us when one of our schools' principals one day remarked that 
now he's "knowing us too well" and "that's not good."  We were perplexed at that statement and 
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other tribes, including the Shangaans, to their own rule or they simply chased the other tribes out.  
Governmental ruling power alternated between the British and the Afrikaaners but it was always a 
rule of hierarchy, distinguishing different people of varying levels on a social scale, culminating with 
what's called "Apartheid" and finally ending in 1994.   
 
It's easy to see Apartheid's continued effects in South Africa today, anything like that is definitely 
slow to change, and we've long since realized that it also affects the hierarchies by which the 
Shangaan people we live among view themselves and by which they structure their own form of 
"social distance".   
 
To most Shangaan people in our village, Shangaan people from Mozambique are actually at the 
bottom of the hierarchy.  People with nicer jobs (like teachers) are a step up, and tribes of 
significantly larger populations like Zulus are next up the ladder, and the steps continue up the rest 
of the way mostly the way Apartheid was structured.  I hadn't realized it before we encountered 
Shangaan people living in Mozambique, but it may be that this directly identifiable hierarchy is also 
the cause of increased social distance, such as not being able to look a person in the face. 
 
In Mozambique, though I don't know its history so well, there was never a directly legislated 
hierarchy like Apartheid in South Africa and it seems that the Portuguese colonizers there were 
never quite so prevalent as the British and Afrikaners in South Africa.  And the Shangaan people in 
Mozambique also never lived directly under the rule of Zulus or even in close proximity to too many 
other tribes as they do in South Africa.   
 
It may be that "social distance" among Shangaan people here was never increased to the point of not 
being able to look a person in the face simply because they never lived under the direct hierarchy 
that South African Shangaans have lived through.  In contrast, the beach towns we visited while on 
vacation had many Portuguese vacationers, many apparently intent to display their machismo or 
their wealth, and the Shangaan people there may have developed an inferior attitude about their 
own language in regards to outsiders.  Thus their frequent refusal to respond to us in Shangaan even 
when we spoke to them in Shangaan and heard them speaking to each other in Shangaan. 
 
It's a simple explanation for a few simple observations, and I may be incorrect in making these 
connections.  Nonetheless, I find it remarkable to note how essentially the same group of people 
(Shangaans) can differ in distinctly noticeable cultural ways in different countries and even in 
different but nearby towns within the same country.  A group of people's cultural norms is a 
dynamic landscape influenced by many factors, including a history of the people who've dominated 
them either by legislative or economic means and the proximity of other people groups. 
 
While it may be impossible to take all these factors into consideration at the same time, I think it's 
important to remember or at least be aware of how cultural influence is continuing around the 
world.  Many are aware of what's called "globalization" - of how many aspects of the dominant 
Western culture, even specifically the American culture, are being adopted in governments and 
urban/semi-urban centers around the world.   
 
As a result of our large volume of media output which makes its way all around the world, American 
culture does more giving than taking.  Consequently, many people in developing nations now feel 
the need to buy a large stereo system so they can loudly blast the latest rap or house music singles 
before they feel the need to take care of other more basic needs; we simply don't often cover those 
other more vital subjects in American media.   
 
But cultural influence isn't a one-way street.  You should take a look around America and see if you 
can figure out just what exactly has been recently borrowed from somewhere else.  The most obvious 
of course is our taste for "international" foods.  You wouldn’t have to explain to anyone in America 
what "salsa" or a "tortilla" is and most people quite enjoy Mexican food, cooking some form of it 
regularly even in homes with no other relation to Mexico or Mexicans.   
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It's a bit further in the past, but most Americans are entirely unaware that a large portion of our 
language is derived from French.  I think that most Americans by now know that "gracias" is 
Spanish for "thank you" and the majority of American students are now learning Spanish from an 
early age, rather than French or German.  How long will it be before Spanish words make up a 
significant portion of the American language?   
 
Many, maybe even all, "new age" religions have their fundamental thought processes borrowed from 
Eastern mysticism, and more and more Westerners are subscribing to these types of beliefs. 
 
Cultural influence never ends as long as different cultures are coming into some form of proximity.  
So when you come into proximity with someone from another culture, I guess the question to ask 
yourself is: are you sharing cultural traits that can help to build that person up or will it only tear 
them down, making them feel inferior or relegated to the bottom rung of a hierarchy?  I think that 
deserves a lot of careful thought, all the more so with the work that Lora and I are doing. 
 
"Let us therefore no longer pass judgment on one another, but resolve instead never to put a 
stumbling block or hindrance in the way of another...   Let us then pursue what makes for peace and 
for mutual up-building."  Romans 14:13,19    Even the early Christian church had troubles sorting 
out the colliding cultural influences of its recent converts, but Paul's instructions on handling them 
are clear.  Go ahead and read that whole chapter, it's a good one.  
 
(First Written by Adam Willard, Sept. 29, 2009) 
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value, and often with absolutely nothing at all.  And yet they give, and if we want to know what it’s 
like to “have plenty and be well-fed”, we have to accept.  That’s what we’re learning.  To accept. 
 
Because in America, our culture is one that often makes it hard to accept a gift; I mean a pure gift.  
Sure, if it’s reciprocal, it’s OK.  If it’s something that we could, in effect, just buy for ourselves 
without any trouble, then we’ll accept it, as long as we also have a plan for repaying the favor pretty 
soon.  I think that’s generally true of most of us Americans.  And it’s so engrained into our 
understanding of “gifts” that we sometimes even begrudge receiving too many gifts at Christmas, 
because then that just means we have to go and get another gift in return.  We sometimes mentally 
add up the probable value of gifts received and weigh that against gifts given, to make sure we’ve 
come out pretty even.  If our math brings us up short on gift-giving, then we might feel guilty or 
embarrassed or obligated towards some last-minute gift runs with a sorry excuse about having 
forgotten “just one more” in another location. 
 
It could be American culture – that spirit of “rugged individualism” that saw us through our 
independence from Britain, through the Wild West, through a mostly unfettered capitalism today.  
That thing in our American culture that believes the only way to survive and prosper is on our own 
individual merit.  Or it could just be part of human nature… thinking that we somehow have the 
ability to earn whatever we need or want, that we ourselves (or even our group) are good enough and 
that we don’t need, and thus don’t need to accept, anything from anyone else.  But do those ideas 
reflect truth? 
 
Well, now that we’re living the village life, and are budgeted for the village life, we have to accept 
gifts, without calculating or expecting to repay those giving them, if we also want to participate in 
other parts of life.  And we do; it’s basically just the same life-style we grew up with and earned for 
ourselves when we were working back in the States, so why should we refuse to participate if 
someone’s making the means available?  It’s a bit tough being so often on the receiving end like that, 
but there’s simply no other way.  And so we not only learn about “having little, going hungry, and 
being in need”, but we’re also starting to learn what it really means to “have plenty and be well-fed.” 
 
Because when it comes down to it, I don’t think any of us, no matter the circumstances of our birth, 
can really earn all the things that we need most, nor can we repay the things that go into us 
throughout the course of our lives.  Education is generally free, but even its financial costs don’t 
account for everything that’s gone into it.  All the thoughts that have gone into our present education 
have generally taken thousands of years to develop.  Doing our schoolwork certainly doesn’t repay 
our education, it simply helps us receive it.  Our tuition and tax bills are only enough to cover the 
costs for those who pass the accumulated knowledge along.  Even if we become teachers ourselves 
and worked for free for the rest of our lives, we’d barely approach repayment of one small bit.   
 
And then there’s our food – we may nurture it, cause it to grow nearer to us, make it more readily 
available to us, even bio-engineer it to produce more, but it’s the sun’s energy that actually makes it 
grow.  And we can’t add anything to that, nor put the energy back.  And we had nothing to do with 
the existence of our food in the first place.  And there are so many more examples, too many to even 
approach.  No, when it comes down to it, I think we neither earn what makes us live, nor come close 
to repaying it before we die.  We don’t even earn enough to “pay rent” on it. 
 
So we might as well start learning to accept it, to accept gifts, pure, un-repayable gifts.  Our lives are 
a gift to us.  We can re-gift our lives to others, even to those who can’t re-pay us, but that doesn’t 
actually pay the bill on our own lives. 
 
I think there is a secret to being content with being well-fed and with going hungry, of having plenty 
and of being in need.  I think they’re two sides to the same coin.   
 
Being hungry and having little reminds us that we do need, that what we have isn’t nearly enough.  
It keeps us looking for more, needing more.  And if we also know what it really means to have plenty 
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Yet slowly and gradually, I began to see patterns in the differences and to understand people’s 
actions, and even some of their thoughts.  
 
One of the biggest things that bothered me when I first came to the village was the lack of 
curiosity.  I was so excited to share myself with others, but they never seemed that interested when 
we talked of home.  Nobody seemed to ever ask me questions about myself or my family.  I was even 
astounded that they wouldn’t be amazed at how outstandingly delicious our food is.  I mean, they eat 
mostly the same food day in and day out.  There was no doubt our food would give them a high they 
never had before, right?   It was not the case.  
 
I thought, I am a connection to the outside world that they never get.  Why are they not jumping 
on this opportunity?  
 
Then you go to the schools.  As you walk by the classrooms you hear the students repeating over and 
over exactly what the teacher says.  Although the current education system is trying to move away 
from rote memorization, this is the predominant method of teaching and learning in the rural 
schools.  Why?  Because that is how the teachers learned when they were in school.  They know 
nothing else.  Most of them don’t know what it means to ask questions and to gain further 
knowledge.  Their knowledge was always limited and kept at a minimum.  
 
So can you blame the teachers when you receive fabulous new storybooks and they’re not 
interested?  They never had books like that to read when they were kids.  They never grew up with 
stories being read to them as we do.  It’s an unexplored world.  I began to understand.  Through my 
efforts over time, I am understanding that many learn through observation and imitation. 
 
Another thing that bothered me when I first came was the loneliness and alienation I felt.  I longed 
for relationships with people in the village, but nobody came to the house.  Nobody volunteered to 
show me around the village or even show me how to learn to do certain things.  I was dying to learn 
about anything and everything, but it seemed nobody cared to teach me.  
 
So, not knowing the rules of the game, I ventured out of my house to make visits.  I found that 
sitting with someone in silence was very awkward for me.  My language skills were minimal and 
there was nothing to do but sit.  Yet, over time I realized how those visits made a difference to 
people.  They would say they missed me if I hadn’t visited in a while.  Some would even say that I 
was “scarce” or “running away.”  
 
So, I started looking around and observing people together.  Often they just sit, not saying 
anything.  Or they walk slowly down the road together not saying much at all.  It’s not that they don’t 
share news.  They just obviously don’t feel the need to talk like we do.   I began to understand.  
 
I can sit with my grandma for an hour without saying much of anything, and her face lights up with 
gratitude that I visited her.  Even a short visit of 10-15 minutes means that you value the person and 
want to have a relationship with them.  It’s in your presence that they find joy.  If a person works too 
much, it can be seen as a sickness.  Here in the village, one must stop and be near the ones they 
love.  You must keep your family close.  You must keep your neighbors close.      
 
Those were the two greatest causes of unrest in me at the beginning of my experience.  And it was 
observation over time that brought me understanding.  It was time that helped the people open their 
hearts to me in their own way.  It was time that brought the exchange of two cultures, of two worlds.  
 
Once I understood, it culminated in the conclusion I come to today: at the very core, we are all the 
same.  We all learn from what’s available and make the best with what we know.  We all desire 
relationships with other people.  We’re all just people making it through life the best way we know 
how.  And the best way we know how usually looks different.  But it’s when we focus on the 
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differences, that we risk thinking our ways superior.  It’s then we risk conflict.  It’s then that people 
put a value on skin color. 
 
With that realization has come a release and freedom to be me, with all my Americanisms at the core 
of who I am.   At the same time, I adopt as many wonderful aspects of South Africa as I am 
able.  Each day I am becoming more of a complete person as I embrace the best of both worlds, 
whether it be in relationships, work, or day to day activities. 
 
An even now, as I continue on this adventurous journey, I still have fleeting thoughts of home and of 
the people I know and love.  When people here mention how our time is up this year and how we 
must be happy, I say that yes, I am eager to see family and friends.  Not only that, but having this 
experience has made me appreciate my home culture and country in ways I never have before.  
 
Yet herein lies the paradox: I tell them that I miss home, but as soon as I get home I will miss South 
Africa.  When our time is up, South Africa will always have a piece of my heart.  I am torn between 
two worlds.  So all I can do is strive to be a person who is willing to learn and adjust to all situations, 
lands, and peoples. 
 
As Paul says in 1 Corinthians 9:22, “…I have become all things to all people, that I might by all 
means save some.”  To become all things to all people, I must work to understand the people with 
whom I live life, both here in South Africa and in my home culture in America.   Only then can I be a 
vessel for the love of Christ and His peace. 
 
And so I leave you with a poem, a poem that seeks to bring two worlds together as felt in my heart. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On the other side of the world, 
I once built a life, 

Of which I now sit and dream 
On the other side of the world. 

 
On the other side of the world, 
Where friends talk, friends do, 

Here friendship is just sitting in someone’s presence, 
On the other side of the world. 

 
On the other side of the world, 

Chores are dull and alone, and finished quickly, 
But I do my laundry at the river while I swim with my family, 

On the other side of the world. 
 

On the other side of the world, 
The monotony of traffic is braved in the comfort of my car, 

But on my bicycle I brave the cattle, the children, and the strength of the sun, 
On the other side of the world. 

 
On the other side of the world, 

Church is big, with lights and sound, stimulating the senses, 
Or just one small room with only the sound of voices around you, 

On the other side of the world. 
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name and phone number, gave us 20 rand for the girl’s connecting taxi to Thulamahashe, and that 
was it.  Shortly after, the taxi finished filling up with people and luggage and we were off! 
 
Of course, the girl didn’t speak any English and by that time, our ability to speak Shangaan was a lot 
more limited than it is today.  We greeted her, introduced ourselves, and asked her name, but the 
girl was so shy and (perhaps) our ability to speak Shangaan so limited that conversation never 
progressed beyond that.  When we had our single stop along the way for a bathroom break and for 
food, Lora took her into the girls’ room and we shared some snacks with her.  She smiled, but was 
still too shy to speak.  After about 4 hours, her mother called me to ask if we’d arrived yet and I told 
her we would probably arrive in a couple more hours.  Even the girl’s mom didn’t speak that much 
English (or wasn’t comfortable with it), so it was difficult communicating with her on the phone in 
Shangaan only. 
 
When we did arrive in Thulamahashe, we hadn’t heard back from her mother yet and we really 
didn’t know what to do with her since we didn’t even know where the village was that was her 
ultimate destination.  For ourselves, we were anxious to get on our own taxi and get home.   
 
So, we asked around, tried to explain the situation, and tried to figure out which taxi to put her on.  
Thankfully, one lady who’s usually selling snacks near the Dumphries taxi is always very friendly to 
us.  We called the girl’s mom and she seemed to be asking me to get on another taxi and take her 
home myself.  Of course, I wasn’t too keen on this idea since I didn’t even know where I’d be going 
and I really didn’t want to go out of my way.  So, we put the other lady on the phone with her in 
order to figure out better exactly what was going on.  Then, she directed us to another taxi that was 
supposed to be the right one for the girl. 
 
To our dismay, the other taxi was full.  That meant we were going to have to wait for it to leave and 
for another one to arrive and start filling up.  As I said, we were anxious to get on our own taxi and 
get home after a long day’s travel.  But, as we poked our head in and inspected the taxi to see if there 
was any inch of space left, one older lady saw the little girl who was with us and promptly reached 
down, picked her up, and put her on her lap.  
 
The old lady certainly seemed to recognize the girl.  When we asked, she said she was the girl’s 
“mother” and she also said she knew where the girl lived.  Of course, she looked too old to be the 
girl’s actual mother, and we were also pretty sure we had just been speaking to the girl’s actual 
mother on the phone.  But she could’ve been any relative, like an aunt, grandmother, or someone 
like that who in this culture could also take the title of “mother” for the child.  Since she’s more of a 
relation than us who first received the girl at the beginning of the trip, we decided we’d fulfilled our 
duty, gave the old lady the little girl’s bag and the remainder of her 20 rand and that was it.  We 
called the girl’s mother back to try to explain to her what happened (even though we didn’t even 
know the old lady’s name) and she seemed pleased enough.  It was the last we saw or heard from any 
of them again. 
 
If you think about it, if we think about it, it was a strange situation.  Certainly, you’d never hear of 
anything like that in America.  For starters, our public transportation system isn’t nearly as robust 
or frequently used; most people take themselves wherever they want to go by driving their own cars.  
But when a person is on public transportation, they’re usually not packed in so tight and usually 
don’t feel much of any connection to the people sharing the transport with them, physical proximity 
or otherwise.   
 
And really, in any public situation, a child, especially a small child, is almost never unattended.  
Couldn’t a person be charged for neglect for something like that?  We even teach children not to 
“take candy from strangers.”  So to send a four- or five-year-old girl across the country in the care of 
a couple of adults you’d never seen before and who aren’t in any way officially connected to the 
person/company providing the transport, well, that would be unheard of.  To us Americans, this taxi 
situation would be an impossible one. 
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The community-focused ideas that started these things seems to be taken up by individually-focused 
people and exploited for quick profit (like insurance and savings/investment accounts), or they 
become so legislated and controlled by a few (the few that are directly involved) that special 
allowance can never be made for special circumstances.  A lot of the resources collected are often 
wasted just because one actually unnecessary instance fits the profile and the one giving the “help” 
doesn’t know the recipient well enough to know they don’t need it.  Or maybe sometimes people just 
give money to a charity and assume they’ve “done their part” for their community without putting 
any time or other thought into it, thereby placing the burden of a lot of work on the shoulders of just 
a few.  
 
But when it’s all said and done, most people are just looking at what’s in it for themselves.  And they 
forget that they’re part of a community and that these structures they’re a part of financially 
(welfare, investment, insurance, charity, and the rest) are the result of joint effort and combined 
resources and that they certainly can’t be effective when the community focus that inspired them is 
forgotten in the interest of the individuals controlling them and supporting them. 
 
And so they’re usually very ineffective – I think health insurance is the best example of that.  It 
started off essentially the same way funeral societies work here: everyone pooled their money each 
month and whoever had need of it for healthcare bills received as much as they needed.  But 
eventually it lost connection with the people who comprised it and now it only exists to help its 
money-makers at the top profit off of society’s fear of rising healthcare costs, and a person rarely 
receives what they actually need from it. 
 
In the end, people feel like, “the only one I can really trust and rely upon is myself,” and that 
correspondingly, “no one else should be relying on me, but instead they should also be relying upon 
their own selves.”  It’s a vicious cycle and eventually any community-centered motivations get 
distorted grossly or neglected entirely. 
 
There’s no way that South Africa, or our village here in South Africa, is perfect in these regards 
either.  It used to be that when marulas (an indigenous fruit) were plentiful and ripe, everyone 
would gather them and make their own batch of marula beer (“vukanyi”) and then invite all their 
friends and neighbors over to celebrate and share it with them.  But that rarely happens anymore.  
Now, most people don’t share vukanyi for free, instead they send someone to go sell it by the 
roadside.  And because South Africa’s current legislation gives social grants (i.e. welfare) pretty 
indiscriminately, there are plenty of out-of-work alcoholics with a little bit of money to buy some 
cheap traditional beer.   
 
Nowadays, many of the elected officials and contractors in South Africa have developed such a 
distance from their home communities that they don’t mind exploiting public budgets intended for 
development work and they use the money to line their own pockets instead.  Unfortunately, much 
of South Africa’s traditional community-focused approach is giving way to a much more globalized 
individualistic approach. 
 
But that community-centered focus is still far from gone in areas like ours.  Wherever people still 
feel like they belong to their community, they still treat their community like it’s part of them, giving 
and taking when there’s need and respecting their own community enough not to exploit them or be 
exploited by them.  There’s all the examples I mentioned, but there’s also many more.  I remember 
one time when a family from our church here had a son that died.  That Sunday the whole church 
moved the service to that family’s house rather than leave the family alone or make them move 
around too much during their time of grieving.  I think that was a great demonstration of 
community. 
 
However, it’s true that being more community-focused or more individually-focused is mostly just 
an aspect of culture.  Emphasizing one over the other isn’t necessarily the “right” thing to do and 
Americans aren’t necessarily wrong because they prefer to focus on the individual rather than the 
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community.  But losing one or the other entirely can be very damaging to societies and to 
individuals.  Both focuses have their place.  
 
Personally, I think we’ve lost too much of our community-focus in America, and I think it’s seriously 
damaging many aspects of our society that were founded on that, as I’ve already mentioned.  But I 
think one place we should really be able to re-gain community focus in America is in the church.  
Members of churches should be part of their own community.  Within that community, they should 
be more than willing to help each other out with funerals, healthcare costs, weddings, food supply, 
and anything else really.  
 
Unfortunately, it seems that churches in America are rarely like that.  Instead, our churches often 
reflect our society.  We show up, we watch someone talking, just like we do with politicians on TV, or 
if entertainment’s our thing, we show up to watch someone make jokes or to hear good music, 
maybe we vote on some issues some times, and then we go home, rarely communicating much with 
the other members throughout the week.   
 
If someone at church needs something, maybe we’ll give some money; certainly many pay their 
taxes/tithes to the church.  But few church-goers are actively involved with a significant amount of 
their time or skills and few church leaders make serious attempts to involve them.  Instead, it seems 
most people are content with the spectator / speaker format, or what you might call the “media 
format” (since it works the same way as the rest of the media we consume on a regular basis) and 
few are involved in anything like a community. 
 
So then, where’s the opportunity for the church in America to re-gain a community focus that’s been 
lost?  Well, I think it can easily work the same way as communities do here.  Though I’m not at all 
related to anyone here by blood, they can still call me “bava” (father) or “bhuti” (brother) because 
they know I’m part of their community.  Not that the titles themselves are what’s important, but it’s 
the recognition of relation.  A church doesn’t have to be built on blood-related family members 
(though it can be), but an even stronger relation: we’re all adopted sons and daughters of Jesus.  The 
blood that we share is his, it’s his Holy Spirit.  
 
As a member of a community here, if someone needs my services, I give to them.  Whether it’s 
pumping soccer balls and bicycle tires 20 or 30 times a day (because we’re apparently the only ones 
with a pump), or whether it’s fixing decades-old computers as well as I can, or whether it’s giving 
chili peppers from my garden to anyone who wants them, I offer my time and skills and resources to 
anyone in my community that has need.   
 
Why shouldn’t the American church be like that?  We’re all supposed to be brothers and sisters, 
mothers and fathers of each other.  And we all have our own skills and services, our own resources.  
So why can’t we offer them freely to those in our community who need them?  It’s probably because 
we don’t know them and we don’t know if we’ll be exploited by them.  But what’s preventing us from 
coming to know them?  Why can’t we trust them the same way God has entrusted us with everything 
we have and everything we are? 
 
I don’t think the “media format” version of church has much to do with the real church, at least no 
more than a separated windpipe, tongue and lips, with a huge crowd of separated ears for hearing, 
has to do with a real whole human.  As it’s written in 1 Corinthians chapter 12, we’re all members of 
one body.  And as members of the same body, we should all be different functioning parts.  No 
function of the body is simply spectating only, and a head has only two eyes and only two ears.  We 
should ALL function.  Every one of us – and that means time and skills and relationship, in addition 
to resources.   
 
Our gathering together should be to know each other, and to use our differentiated skills and 
resources wherever they’re needed.  And they’re all needed: “the eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I have 
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The church doesn’t save anyone.  Jesus does.  If our missions or ministry efforts are to bring our 
own cultural style and structure of church to people of a different culture, then we’re not only 
neglecting to meet the people where they’re at, but we’re also subjugating them to a new form of 
colonialism (a.k.a. “cultural imperialism”).  Church as an institution or organization isn’t the “good 
news” that Malagasy people would like to hear, but instead they need some way to be free of 
ancestors and spirits and their accompanying taboos, something to liberate them from a limited life 
and release them to an abundant one.  Only Jesus can do that. 
  
So I think missions efforts should be focused on the core of the “Good News”: Jesus crucified and 
resurrected to establish our reunion with God and each other.  And the forms and structures that 
have developed around that in our own cultures should be left in our own places of worship back 
home.  The Malagasy church should be free to develop something more appropriate to their own 
way of life, their own cultural structures and forms of worship and expression and teaching, 
something that speaks to every aspect of their lives; something that’s not just an outward Western 
addition. 
  
I don’t know what that would look like in the Malagasy church.  I imagine there will still be some 
strong similarities to some of the most positive parts of our own churches; the results of Jesus’s 
commandments to love our God with all our heart, soul, and mind, and to love our neighbors as 
ourselves will probably be noticeable no matter what cultural forms they take.  But some things will 
probably look significantly different.  After all, many cultures organize themselves and their 
communities in very different ways than we do, worship in very different ways than we do, and teach 
and share thoughts and information in very different ways than we do.  
  
If a church, a group of people attempting to follow Jesus, isn’t allowed to do these things in 
accordance with their natural cultural forms, then they’re likely to be pushed into syncretism or 
completely unreached altogether.  During our time in Madagascar, we met one man who’s been 
leading some church-planting efforts in rural areas of eastern Madagascar for about ten years now.  
He told us that most of the churches they’ve started have no buildings at all.  And he said, “why 
should they?  People don’t worship their ancestors in buildings or do their rituals for possession or 
sacrifices in buildings, so how can the church affect that area of their lives if it’s centered around 
services inside a building?” 
  
Many, maybe even most, people in Madagascar have never heard about Jesus in a way that speaks to 
the most important areas of their lives.  Recent reports suggest that as much as 55% of the 
population (or about 11 million Malagasy people) still haven’t heard the good news.  There are very 
many, mostly in villages that can only be reached by walking and not by any kind of road, who’ve 
never heard the name of Jesus at all.  It’s our desire and our hope that we can return to Madagascar 
next year and be part of God’s work to reach these people.  We want to help lay the foundation for a 
Malagasy church that’s centered firmly on Jesus and that naturally develops its own cultural forms 
of worship, structure and doctrine that can speak to every aspect of Malagasy life. 
 
I don’t think this can be quick, and it won’t be easy.  I don’t think it would even be possible if we 
were relying on ourselves as Westerners to do it.  Our own culture is too much a part of us.  But if we 
rely on the Holy Spirit to draw people to Jesus, to liberate and establish them in his work, and to 
give them the freedom to worship and follow him in culturally meaningful ways, then it can be 
possible.  And then we can see the same church that John saw in his Revelation: “a great multitude 
that no one could count, from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages.” 
  
 (First written by Adam Willard, April 21, 2010) 
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If kids are in line to receive some sort of handout (like fruit or candy or pencils or anything a kid 
would want) they fight for the front of the line and then after they have their turn, they almost 
always try to quickly sneak in again at the back of the line, hoping the adult won’t notice.  When 
they’re caught they sometimes first try to argue a bit and convince you they’ve received nothing or 
that some tragedy has befallen their first portion.  But in the end, when they see it’s really not going 
to work, they just smile and shrug their shoulders.  Sometimes a teacher or other adult will also 
smile and point out that the kid is “clever”, whether they catch him/her in the act or even if they 
don’t realize it until sometime later. 
 
Most of the time that someone thinks we (or any foreigner, but especially white people) don’t know 
the correct price of something, they’ll jack it up a bit, maybe adding as much as 50 or 100% of the 
original price, or try to charge us extra for something like luggage (though they don’t charge for 
anyone else) and they try to pass that one by on us.  Then if we demonstrate that we know the actual 
expected price and refuse to pay anything above it, they often laugh or smirk and sometimes even 
say, “well, I had to try!”   
 
Really, I’ve seen taxi drivers try the same sort of trick on out-of-towners who are from the same 
ethnic group as themselves and speak the same home language.  The trick may be less likely to work, 
but they still make an effort. 
 
The smiles and the overall friendliness involved when someone tries to dupe you is nice enough, but 
it can still be very frustrating.  Especially when you see those things as symptomatic of the whole 
culture.  Especially when you see that your schools aren’t getting their allocated funding or 
improvements to infrastructure or new learning resources because some guy at the top “got away 
with” millions of the government’s rands.   
 
A lot of externally funded and managed development agencies and their foreign workers simply 
refuse to work in that type of system at all, either completely closing up shop or only attempting 
efforts that don’t involve any money or responsibilities passing through local hands.  This often 
continues to hurt local economies that are already hurt by frequent corruption, while perpetuating 
the same kind of unequal relationships that characterized the colonial era.   
 
Other development groups and workers seem to simply ignore the likelihood of corruption entirely, 
not attempting to find any method of avoiding any of it and not notifying any of their donors that it’s 
a likely obstacle to achieving their stated developmental goals. They’re basically willing to blindly 
face the high chance that all their efforts will be wasted, which are the only real reason for trying to 
raise money in the first place.  Maybe they’re worried their funding and/or their job will be cut out if 
the likelihood of corruption affecting their projects is known about.  And maybe they’re right. 
 
For us, being confronted with these issues has been difficult for other reasons.  Thankfully we don’t 
really have any money and almost none of the work we do involves us in financial transactions or 
“valuable” resources at all, certainly not in a local scale that would attract much shady dealing.  But 
when we find out that people we’ve come to know and trust and respect are sometimes involved in 
these types of dealings and that they do sometimes delay or hinder our own projects to help our 
schools, well, that’s just difficult.  Sometimes it makes you wonder who you can trust at all. 
 
But then again, this is where we are.  Peace Corps placed us here.  Unlike other development 
agencies, we don’t have much choice about where we work and who we work with.  So even with the 
knowledge that someone we formerly trusted and respected was involved in something we’d 
consider improper, we’re still around that person often, sometimes every day, talking to them, trying 
to work with them, etc.  And we get to know them even better.  And we regain trust and respect for 
them.  That person may even be the best and most responsible worker we know here.  And they’re 
still involved in those sorts of dealings that we consider “improper.”  But so is everyone else, usually. 
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When we take a poll of everyone we know and trust here, and we ask them about certain types of 
transactions that seem shady to us, we find out that no one really considers most of them improper 
at all.  They’re normal and quite expected.  And this is from people we know and trust, from all of 
the people we know and trust here.   
 
If you think about it harder, a lot of the “shadiness” of these transactions results in them being 
informal and non-universally applied, changing from person to person and from time to time.  
Otherwise they’re essentially the same thing we know of as “service fees” and “interest rates” in our 
own country and that are usually part of most transactions there.  All of our trusted friends here do 
agree that the same basic practice of taking extra for oneself, but expanded on the much larger 
provincial and national scale (where they already have service fees, etc.) is deplorable and is keeping 
the country down. 
 
However, it still leaves the question: why is it that “the best cheater wins” here in South Africa and 
“cheaters never prosper” in America?  I think it has a lot to do with our respective histories. 
 
In America, we’ve been lucky enough to establish our own government, “by the people, for the 
people.”  It’s our own society, our own banking systems, our own work ethics, created by us and for 
us, to help us to live long and prosper.  To maintain it, to make it successful, pretty much everyone 
needs to work within the system and its guidelines.  A “cheater” is violating that and threatening the 
stability of the system for everyone.  But, because we know the system, if we’re determined enough, 
we can work within it and usually get ahead just fine.   
 
In Africa, the history is quite different.  They did have their own systems, ones that worked quite 
well for them.  They were much more informal though and of a much smaller scale.  Most of them 
were systems where “one good turn deserves another”; basically everyone was supposed to help each 
other out when they could and where they could and they also received help in return and it all 
worked mostly fine. 
 
But then France and Holland and Portugal and England and other colonial powers showed up and 
set up their own system.  The African system and the African guidelines were completely 
disregarded and overlooked as if they’d never existed at all.  Quite the contrary, the new systems 
were being set up to exploit material resources as quickly as possible, and for the benefit not of the 
country they were located in, but instead for the benefit of people and places much further removed.   
 
Other than some scattered early missions efforts (which really focused almost entirely on Western 
enculturation, not necessarily a good thing), you can’t really say there was anything in the whole 
setup that was good at all for Africans.  Repeat this story around most of the world and you can 
quickly account for several hundred years of world history during the age of colonialism. 
 
So what kind of response do you think Africans really had available to them?  If a person doesn’t 
know or understand a system, or if the system is designed to abuse and not benefit him/her, what 
can they do but try to work outside the system, find some loophole or local knowledge that helps and 
doesn’t hurt them?  And that’s called “cheating.”   
 
In that case – a situation where the entire system is constructed and maintained without your input, 
either personally or culturally, a system that takes advantage of you and your land and all your 
resources – at that point, really only “the best cheater wins.”  A lot of Africans had to cheat the 
system to survive.  Many still do. 
 
And all this thinking about cheating and shady dealing reminds me of the parable that Jesus told at 
the beginning of Luke chapter 16.  It’s a parable that always just seemed strange and didn’t really 
seem to fit with everything else in our belief systems.   
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In this story, there’s a dishonest manager (essentially a personal financer) gets caught by his master 
and will soon be fired.  So, he goes and lowers the debts of most of his master’s biggest debtors, 
lowering them by huge sums as big as annual salaries for wealthy business-people.  His idea is that if 
he does this for them, then later on when he’s out of a job and threatened with living on the streets, 
they’ll put him up in their homes for a while and then he can move on to the next “friend” he made 
from cancelling lots of their debt.   
 
It’s a shady deal that he quickly performed when he knew he was going to lose his job for being a 
dishonest manager in the first place, but it’s also a decent solution for a soon-to-be-unemployed 
man with nothing saved up for a rainy day.  Certainly the story seems more familiar to me now that 
I’ve lived in South Africa for a couple of years. 
 
But the finale of the story is the big surprise: the master who was firing this dishonest manager (and 
presumably still will) actually commends him for acting so shrewdly!  Translate that as “wise”, 
“clever”, whatever you want, but he tricked his master one last time, losing LOTS of his masters’ 
profits, and gained some security for himself.  And for that, his master apparently had to admit that 
he did well, begrudgingly or not.  And this is a story being told by Jesus.   
 
In our system where “cheaters never prosper,” this story is bizarre in the least, especially when we 
consider it comes from a book of moral and religious instruction.  But in South Africa where “the 
best cheater wins,” it actually makes perfect sense.  He “had to try”, and he was “clever” and 
succeeded, and therefore worthy of commendation (even if not worthy of continuing to manage 
anyone’s personal finances).   
 
I think it also makes a bit more sense if you consider that Israel at that time was being colonized by 
Rome mostly the same way many African countries were colonized in their past.  Jesus himself, 
always one to cause a stir, wasn’t just standing against the Roman system though.  He even stood 
against the Jewish system of his day, a situation that had become so perverted and heavily 
institutionalized that it subjected most of its constituents to all sorts of abuses simply in the interest 
of the social and financial gain of the elite few.   
 
The history of that time actually sounds a LOT like Africa and all other sorts of colonial and abusive 
systems, situations where “cheating the system” is the only way to get ahead or even survive.  And it 
sounds like Jesus himself may be commending that sort of solution. 
 
It may be a little different though too.  Part of verse 8, right after the master commended his 
dishonest manager for acting shrewdly, says that “the children of this age are more shrewd in 
dealing with their own generation than are the children of the light.”  Some other statements by 
Jesus and another parable (about Lazarus and the Rich Man) seem to follow it up with less 
“dishonest” dealings and for less selfish motivations.  But I think the point is still basically the same: 
some situations require a person to deal wisely, within or even outside the established systems of the 
time, using resources to benefit people but not to be pursued as an end in itself or for selfish gain. 
 
The Word Biblical Commentary makes a good point about this passage, saying: “the law of the Old 
Testament and the gospel of the New Testament speak with a united voice about the need for a 
practical moral response to be lived out in the human interactions of life.”   
 
I think the point isn’t that we should engage in corruption or dishonest dealings for personal gain.  
But we do need to be shrewd, we need to be clever.  We need to recognize the systems we’re working 
in, both where they promote abundant life (the very thing Jesus came to offer) and where they 
hinder it.  And we need to recognize and understand the people we’re living among and dealing with, 
whether they’re “dishonest” or not.  Neither ignoring the systems and the corruption they breed nor 
refusing to work with them is the right answer. 
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stuff.  Walking through the local town, you might be stopped several times and asked for five rand 
(the largest coin here, worth almost $1).  If you’re a woman, you’ll be asked for marriage at least a 
few times every time you go somewhere new.  At home in your village, you might be asked for bread, 
cell phone airtime, a job, a cold drink, money to build someone’s house, more marriage proposals, a 
trip to America, a bag of chips, a car, a computer, or even chili peppers.  Anything they can think of 
really.   
 
Some of that makes sense and can be freely given: bread for hungry people (though are they really as 
hungry and short on money as often as they say they are?) or a drink to share.  Though somehow the 
more you give, the more people seem to come and ask.  Some of those things, of course, are out of 
our reach or unreasonable.  And when people realize you have skills to share but not necessarily 
physical resources, they’ll ask you for those, which is fine, I mean, that’s what we’re here for. 
 
But it can all get pretty old.  Yeah, I can train you to use computers, or I can teach you to speak 
English, but do you really want to use computers or speak English?  It takes a lot of work and a long 
time!  Are you willing to practice?  Yeah, we painted a world map on the wall of this school, with the 
help of Art Club students who’ve been training for over a year, but I’ve never met you and I have no 
idea where your school is nor whether the learners there know how to help, so how can I paint one 
there? 
 
And yes, we helped this school arrange with a local donor to build a new room for a computer class 
and library to supplement the programs we’ve been working on here for almost two years.  But no, 
we won’t do the same for you because you already have plenty of empty rooms at your school and 
no, money doesn’t grow on trees where we’re from in America just like it doesn’t grow on trees here 
in South Africa. 
 
At this stage, I think you’re all probably agreeing with me whole-heartedly, agreeing with my 
frustration and disagreement that is.  Of course the truth is, asking for stuff, especially asking for 
stuff you don’t really need or maybe even want, is VERY contrary to American (and generally 
Western) culture.  It’s just not right.  And it’s not just wrong practically; to us it’s morally wrong.  
Pretty much every example I’ve given so far is definably immoral, to us that is.  But I think the 
reality is a lot more complicated than that. 
 
Historically, most Africans have lived in an environment that’s been less than kind to them.  
Weather’s unpredictable, harvests couldn’t always be assured, and tribal allegiances changed 
frequently.  Africans are tough, they survive, and they often do it through surviving mechanisms 
built into their culture.  Asking for things, even when they weren’t needed, could be a way of saving 
up potential necessities for a time when they might very well be needed.  And when they ask, they 
generally expect something to be given.  Because giving things to a neighbor or community member 
can help store up social credit for a time when they also need to ask for things in return.   
 
So all in all, it’s probably a survival tactic that’s seen them well enough through the centuries and 
millennia.  Even with the arrival of colonizing Europeans, though many Africans had no idea what 
sort of technology they brought with them or what its use was, still a lot of it turned out to be 
beneficial, so why not ask?  So the whole culture of asking for whatever might be given still exists 
today, even when the environment for many Africans has changed considerably. 
 
Conversely for us Americans, and most Westerners, our history comes from a much more temperate 
climate and environment.  We’ve had more freedom to create our own food storages, or experiment 
to increase crop productivity, even to specialize and create technologies which have made it even 
easier than ever before.  For the most part, our future and especially our immediate future is secure; 
and we believe that each one of us individually can secure our own futures individually.   
 
For Americans to ask too much for things, especially when not in dire need, is a shameful act, 
placing burden on others who are shouldering their own burdens as it is.  Each person is expected to 
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have developed their own independently secure future, and someone simply asking for something 
for nothing is obviously mal-adapted to our society and culture.  Even when a person is actually in 
need, we have organizations and charities that they can go to so they don’t have to commit the 
shameful act of personally requesting something of another person. 
 
But back to the culture in our area here in South Africa: even if we could ignore the obvious moral 
connotations, something that’s not easy as Americans, there’s still a lot of practical challenges.  This 
situation here, of tending to ask for anything that can be given, makes development work very 
difficult.  The thing is, with modern development work, you don’t really want to force or push 
something on people that they don’t want for themselves, because that’s obviously not “sustainable” 
and you’ll be pushing it for the rest of your life or it’ll just collapse.  So you need to hear their ideas 
first, about where and how they want to develop, what kind of assistance they’re asking for, etc.  The 
trouble is that here, people ask for everything.  
 
Schools are asked to list areas of development or skills that they prioritize the most when requesting 
Peace Corps Volunteers.  Out of a list of 50 or more options, every school still prioritizes everything 
with the highest rating.  Even after being here for two years and our schools absolutely know that we 
have a limited set of skills and that the next Volunteer will also have a limited set of skills, they still 
have to be coached through the idea of picking the skills they want/need the most, and giving lower 
priorities (at least by 1 point) to the other things they desire less.  They really feel like they need to 
ask for everything that can possibly be given to them. 
 
On top of that, the ideas that people here have for their own development are nearly always based on 
someone else’s, regardless of whether or not the situations are the same.  For example, if one school 
gets something new (like a small guard-house building next to the entrance gate, or covered parking 
for the teachers), then every school makes it their top priority to get one too.   
 
Even if they’re short of classrooms, even if the budget could be better spent on office supplies or 
learners’ desks, their top priority becomes whatever’s most obvious that their school is lacking and 
another school has.  So if they make a “wishlist” of whatever they want, they’ll put the guardroom or 
the covered parking or something realistically unnecessary on the top of the list.  And even after you 
see that list, if you offer office supplies or learners’ desks, something you’ve noticed is a need but 
they haven’t prioritized, they’ll still say “yes, give it to us.”  
 
And that’s true even if you’ve “noticed” wrongly.  An outsider might see 5 kids crammed at one small 
classroom desk and assume the school is lacking an adequate number of desks.  The school may 
realistically have 30 or 40 perfectly good desks locked in a storage room somewhere that’s not easy 
to notice.  But if you offer them more desks, they’ll say, “yes, we need it.”  And when the new ones 
arrive, they’ll probably get transferred to the storage room along with the rest of the surplus. 
 
One great example of how this increases development difficulty is a recent water issue (and 
“solution”) that one of our schools had.  They have a borehole (essentially a well made for a pipe and 
a pump) that often pumped only sporadically around September through November, the same time 
the rest of the wells in the village were getting low and drying out.  The school always assumed they 
needed a bigger or better pump, especially since they couldn’t see down the hole to how much water 
might or might not be available down there.   
 
An organization called “Water For All” was contacted for free assistance.  Water For All determined 
that the borehole was simply of limited water capacity and subsequently installed a new pump of a 
more adequate size for the water capacity as well as a solar panel and a merry-go-round (for kids) 
that powered it; a great solution for the sometimes unreliable electricity of the school and village.  
And it was all completely free for the school. 
 
However, the water supply isn’t enough for all the school’s needs.  Also, the new pump isn’t strong 
enough to pump the water half-way across the school yard to another water tank, unlike the old 
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will really eat them and enjoy them, or maybe he won’t, but he did work hard for it and he 
entertained me at the same time!  ;-) 
 
Even still, I don’t think these explanations of their cultural background and our attempts to work 
within it as it is will satisfy most of you Americans and Westerners.  It’s not all that satisfying to us 
either.  When you grow up with the idea that asking for things, especially things you really don’t 
need, should have a certain amount of shame attached to it, then you encounter so many people and 
organizations asking shamelessly for so much stuff, stuff they often don’t need at all, it’s still tough 
to swallow.  
 
But after thinking long and hard about it, I’ve come to the conclusion that people here might be onto 
something, with this system of asking for anything that might possibly be given.  No, I can’t say I 
appreciate it, especially not when I know they’re asking for something they won’t use or don’t at all 
need.  I still believe that overall resources are limited and that it’s better for everyone if the people 
who need or will best use or even just desire certain resources most are the ones who get them.  But 
I think the overall philosophy behind asking for anything that might be given has something we 
Westerners can learn from. 
 
Whereas we tend to think we’re individually responsible and that our futures are secure (and 
predictable) enough, I don’t think that’s entirely accurate.  Even when we’re offered something, if we 
don’t think we desperately need it (and sometimes when we do), we tend to reject it in order to re-
assert our own self-reliance.  We sometimes even carry that idea into thinking that we’re “good 
enough on our own” and that what anyone else offers is not necessary to us.   
 
That’s a major part of what I don’t think is accurate: I think we really aren’t good enough all on our 
own, but that we really and truly do need other people, and that other people often have something 
to offer to us that may be invaluable in the future, even if we can’t recognize it now.  So a pre-
emptive rejection based on the fear of becoming inter-dependant can actually hurt us more than 
we’d ever realize. 
 
And I don’t think our futures are all that secure and predictable.  Sometimes they really do fall right 
in line with our expectations.  But isn’t life also filled to the brim with the unexpected?  An African 
knows that asking and receiving what’s offered is one way of being prepared for life’s unexpected 
events and situations.  
 
But what I’m really taking from this “asking for what might be given” idea is something even deeper, 
not so much related to physical resources.  In our Christian churches, we tend to suggest caution 
when asking for things from God.  We may say, “be careful when you ask for patience, because God 
will put you in a situation that requires you to have it!”  Or even just as simple as, “be careful what 
you ask for, because you might get it!”  Always worried about the side effects of asking for something 
more than we have now, especially in regards to character. 
 
I’m not advocating some sort of “name it and claim it” where we ask God for every sort of luxurious 
desire we can think of; that’s a different discussion.  But I do think we don’t need any reservations 
when we ask for something from God.  We can’t see or know it all the way he can.  Who are we to say 
what we do or don’t lack?  What we will or won’t need in the future?  Especially as it regards our 
personal character, that part of us that’s supposed to truly be in God’s image, what can we ask of him 
that we don’t truly need?   
 
Instead, God holds all that we need, even the fulfillments of all our deepest desires, so why not freely 
ask now, trusting that what he gives will be good for us, no matter what it feels like or seems like 
during the process of receiving it.  Maybe that damage to our own feelings of self-reliance, the 
belittling of our own ideas of self-secured and predicted futures, maybe that’s one of his greatest 
gifts to give, something given even through the process of us asking for what we need.  So we should 
ask, shamelessly and without reservation. 
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That’s quite a lofty position to be in.  Being an outsider, overseeing a societal and cultural change is 
one thing; directing it towards something “positive” is quite another.  Anything traditional in the 
culture of the people we’re living among has been that way for centuries or even millennia.  It’s 
developed as a way of coping with their own environment and their own society and surviving at 
least at a minimal level.  Essentially, it has proven to work, and work well enough, for a very long 
time.  
 
Now, their environment and their society is changing rapidly, and with it is also coming rapid 
cultural change.  In some of the changes, there is no choice available; it must be a certain way for the 
people to continue to survive.  But in plenty of the other changes where there is a choice, no one has 
any real idea what the changes should look like, what directions they should choose, or even what 
vast range of directions are available.  For a person to search out all these things and choose from 
among them the one that is most “positive” is very difficult, to say the least.  
 
As outsiders with only a faint glimpse at where the people are coming from, and an even dimmer 
view of where they’re going, what ability do we truly have at all to choose the best change for them?  
And this is all beside the question of the challenges and obstacles we face along the way in the 
process of directing and implementing whatever change we’ve chosen. 
 
Nonetheless, here we are living in Dumphries, working in the village and in two primary schools, 
and making significant changes that will impact many of these people and their lives forever.  We 
often have to question ourselves about whether the change we’re making can truly be considered to 
be “positive”, and we often fall short of any solid answers. 
 
This culture is traditionally so much more community-centered.  When kids are testing in school, it’s 
culturally accepted, and expected, to copy off the other kids and share answers freely so that 
everyone “does well”.  But the school system itself is the product of a very individualistic culture, one 
not their own.   
 
This form of education, with classrooms and professional teachers and textbooks and assignments 
and tests, was all introduced by the Western world.  And now it’s a requirement for all South African 
kids to attend school up until a certain age.  And it’s a requirement for them to adjust to the 
Western-based educational system and even succeed within it if they want to succeed in life in their 
new society, if they want to pursue the goals the new society offers them.  And they do want that, the 
vast majority of them.   
 
So they can’t cheat on tests or freely share answers; it’s not allowed in the Western world that’s 
growing ever stronger and more influential around them, changing their own culture even from 
within.  So we try to help the students learn how to turn in their own work, write their own answers, 
and think for themselves; we even try to help the teachers understand that and how to teach it. 
 
In their educational system, Western-based as it is, it’s a big priority that the kids be literate, that 
they can read and write and understand and interact with printed information.  Maybe because it’s 
so new to their culture or maybe because of the deliberately dumbed-down education they received 
in the past, but whatever the reason, basic literacy is still a huge struggle in our community and in 
plenty of rural communities like it throughout South Africa.   
 
So we’ve both tried (but Lora especially) to address that issue, to improve literacy through a large 
variety of programs, from basic alphabet teaching, to the process of reading stories, enjoying books, 
and writing letters.  We’ve even started a library at each school, something they’ve never had before 
and with which even their teachers have never had much of any experience.  We’ve had mixed 
success in some of the efforts, but overall they’ve worked.  Literacy is beginning to improve in our 
schools and an excitement for the written word is quickly developing. 
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 She wants him to simply just be there with her, doing nothing except maybe “looking her in the 
face.” 
 
On the one hand, it’s an example of traditional cultural values becoming directly threatened by 
newer ones, and reacting to the threat.  But on the other hand, it’s an example of a situation that us 
Americans are rarely likely to encounter.  And I think it says something about the nature of 
relationships and time spent with each other, something that may no longer be heard once literacy 
really fully takes hold in our community here and in South Africa as a whole.   
 
Life and culture for most people here in South Africa has historically been free from many kinds of 
distractions.  There are lots of chores to do and some very hard work from time to time.  But in the 
past there wasn’t much of any media to be consumed, and what there was – story-telling traditions 
– was available to the whole group at once and was very much interactive and socially constructive.  
But many things now imported from the Western world, literacy included, is changing that life and 
culture drastically. 
 
In a few generations, who will still be able to tell the story of his attempts at reading and his wife’s 
resistance so that her husband can simply sit there and “look in her face”?  Maybe no one.  Won’t 
everyone here in South Africa be so busy, so individually engrossed in the media available, with an 
accompanying culture to promote that lifestyle, that it would be considered ridiculous to spend time 
simply sitting and looking at someone’s face and doing nothing else?  And who would understand 
his wife if she asked that of him and who would then be in the right state of mind to give that to her?  
I barely understand the idea myself and I’ve spent a lot of time thinking about it within its cultural 
context – a cultural context that I’ve had the chance to live immersed in for the last two years. 
 
That culturally-founded message of silent love and existence, of proximity and relationship, and 
many of the other messages we’ve learned in our time here, may no longer exist in the near future.  
Like an endangered species on the brink of extinction.   
 
But we’re not strictly anthropologists.  And even if we ourselves could somehow avoid influencing 
the culture and society we’re observing and living in, they themselves can’t avoid the influence and 
the change that comes from the vast multitude of other encounters they have with the rest of the 
world.  It’s impossible.  As they say, no man is an island.  I think in the present globalizing world, no 
one community is an island either. 
 
The world is changing.  No one knows for sure into what or even exactly what it should change into. 
 But that it’s changing, no one can doubt and no one can successfully resist.  Maybe as some of these 
old messages disappear, some new and just as valuable ones will be heard more clearly.   
 
The kids of Dumphries need literacy to succeed in the modern world.  Their world is now much 
bigger than Dumphries whether they like it or not and whether we like it or not.  So our attempts at 
“positive” change are hopefully enough to somewhat prepare them for what they’ll likely face in the 
future.  We hope it will give them some say in the change that’s happening to them and to 
Dumphries, even though at the same time it takes away some choices in other areas.  After all, once 
a kid finds himself individually engrossed in a great book, and then one after another, he’s forever 
severed some small connection to that community story-telling past. 
 
And keeping all this in mind helps keep us humble, and listening.  Those are traits we need.  
Whatever we think is “positive” for someone else and for their culture, is not always so.  It’s best to 
listen to their own stories, of their fears and hopes for their own future and the changes occurring.  
We then offer whatever we can to bring them to their hopes.  And we know that we might still mess 
up along the way, or that they may never arrive there but branch down a different path sometime 
later.  But we can listen to their stories and the messages they hold.  If the stories won’t still exist in a 
few generations, then at least we can keep them in mind now. 
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We arrived in South Africa on July 17, 2008 knowing we had committed ourselves to a two-year 
volunteer service with the United States Peace Corps.  Emotions were high as we left everyone and 
everything we knew back home and embarked on a new way of life.  We had no idea all the 
challenges and joys that South Africa had in store for us.  Now we are preparing ourselves to leave, 
having completed a few months past our two-year term. 
 
Over the course of our service, you have read many stories about our experiences here.  You’ve read 
about what it’s like living between and constantly adapting to the clash between the first and third 
world, remembering how the children from our rural village clung to each other in fear as they tried 
to gain the courage to get on an escalator at the city mall.  Then, of course, there were the animal 
stories of our chicken falling down our pit toilet and then getting stolen.  There was the big day when 
a hippo was shot in our river and the chaos that ensued as machetes flew around, people grasping 
for pieces of the meat.  And who can forget experiencing the excitement in South Africa for the 
Soccer World Cup as flags from all over the world waved proudly and the sound of vuvuzelas could 
be heard from miles away. 
 
We will forever have great stories to tell of South Africa, but at the end of our service, it is time to 
stop and reflect on the work we’ve done.  Our primary area we were assigned to is the School and 
Community Resources Project.  As both of us came with teaching experience, we were placed in two 
primary schools from Kindergarten to Grade 7.  Our mission: to help develop the schools in any way 
needed.  
 
Although that mission is very broad, Adam and I worked our way through the new culture, tried 
many things, had many failures, and finally came out with many successes.  As Peace Corps 
Volunteers, most of us hope to have developed sustainable projects after living and working amongst 
the people for two years.  However, it is a long process.  A lot of what we do is through trial and error 
as we adapt to the new work environment and navigate our way through the culture in which it 
functions. 
 
For those of you wondering what work we actually did on top of all our adventures, here are just a 
few things that we can smile about, knowing that we have left our schools with skills they can and 
are willing to replicate. 
 
After working on several other projects, I realized that one of my real passions matched one of the 
schools’ top priorities.  So I began my work with literacy.  Dumphries as a whole is essentially non-
literate; parents do not read to their children and books are not found in homes.  Textbooks are in 
abundance at both schools, provided by the national government.  But they’re rarely ever brought 
out for the learners to use as many of the educators themselves have little idea of how to practically 
use them.  I was faced with a very challenging and often daunting task.  
 
So I started small to see the reaction I would get and with the hopes of working up to a greater long-
term literacy scheme.  I created a small mobile outdoor library and for weeks it was swarmed by 
learners during lunch and recess.  On several occasions, the learners were so engrossed in looking at 
the books that they forgot to eat their school lunch.  
 
From this stemmed the idea to have an after-school Book Club where learners had story time and 
fun activities to help them remember and interact with the story.  Activities have included dramas, 
games, and even making their own book!  After a year, the kids are still going strong. 
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pushing them to get on the internet, get an e-mail address, and find a way to stay in touch.  Some 
have been asking about how to call us while we’re in the US, no matter the cost.  We’ve become a 
part of their family and they’ve become a part of ours; that’s something time and distance won’t 
change. 
 
We’re going to miss the culture.  That’s not an easy statement; there are so many things about life 
and culture here that we still don’t understand.  But culture has been a part of our whole lives here, 
like the air we breathe, so that even if we don’t know its constituent parts, we know it’s there, it gives 
a certain flavor to the day, a flavor that’s part of our lives now.  So that even those aspects we don’t 
yet understand, we’ll still miss.  Even if we can’t place a finger on that particular thing that we wish 
was still with us back in the States, we’ll know something’s missing.   
 
But what we do know of the culture, we also know we’ll miss.  The proximity of people, whether 
squeezing onto every inch of space on a bench at home or chairs at church, crowding each other in a 
line, or cramming more people into less space on a taxi than you’d think was possible – we’re always 
rubbing shoulders with everyone around us.  Life back home may now seem like more of a cold 
distance to us.  Here, there are people around you and they can’t be denied.  It’s a loud and vibrant 
life.   
 
We’ll miss the mchongolo dances in our village, even as few and far-apart as they were, they were 
always such happy times.  We’ll even miss the frequent funerals, that a time of sadness can be such 
an occasion for people, for the whole village, to be happy in each other’s company and in the food to 
be shared.  We won’t miss how early we have to wake up to get to the funerals on time; some things 
never change. ;-)   We’ll miss our church here, that adopted us, was proud to have us, and always 
made us aware of their welcoming. 
 
We’re going to miss the way everyone’s a part of everyone else’s family.  I’ll miss being “father” and 
“brother” and Lora’s going to miss being “mother” and “sister” to everyone who greets us.  Maybe we 
won’t miss the occasional feeling that someone’s trying to take too much advantage of our 
generosity, but who will even believe in personal generosity back home?  What neighbor or friend 
will ask us for anything?  People here don’t just take, they give too.  So much more is shared. 
 
We’re going to miss the work.  It’s much different here than it is in the States, much different.  It 
goes at a different pace, one that’s intensely frustrating when we first arrived, and one in which two 
years isn’t nearly long enough, but a pace that seems to fit the human spirit a little more snugly.  It’s 
not so frenzied, not so self-aware, and not so likely to take the people managing it captive to its own 
passing.  Time passes, people work, and life goes on. 
 
Our work has had an incredible array of challenges too.  Even when we think we’ve well-guessed the 
problems we’ll face, even then a few new ones always pop up to surprise us.  But sometimes, rarely, 
we have correctly predicted the obstacles we’ll encounter, even the ones that still seem so bizarrely 
ridiculous to us, but there they are just like we expected, and our plan for overcoming them went 
like clockwork.  That’s so satisfying.  The work almost never becomes tedious.  In some ways, work 
back in America’s too easy, in other ways it takes too much out of us.  Our work seems to have been 
very well balanced here, and very rewarding, and we’ll miss it. 
 
You know, we’re basically rock-stars here.  Everyone knows us, including tons of people we 
ourselves don’t even know; everyone’s happy we’re here and basically everything we do is 
appreciated.  This whole “celebrity status” was a burden at first, I suppose it’s still a burden in some 
ways, but we’re used to it now.  Back home we’re mostly nobodies.  I mean, yeah, we’re somebody 
special to most of you, but in the larger community, the larger sphere of our influence, well, we don’t 
have much influence.  We’re normal just like everyone else.  So with both its burdens and its 
privileges, we’ll miss a bit of our celebrity status here. 
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